
Example of a bulletin board (7ft long X 4 ft tall or 2.1 m X 1.25m.) See pgs 10-11 for more layouts.

Dyslexia Awareness 
Bulletin Board Kit

This document contains or links to everything you need to create an awesome Dyslexia
Awareness Bulletin Board! 

Understanding that display space may vary considerably in size, the elements in the
bulletin board kit are designed to work in a number of configurations. Additionally, there
are more elements than you will likely need for your bulletin board. We expect you'll pick
and choose what to use depending on space constraints and what information is most
helpful for your context.

The following instructions are for the bulletin board configuration below which uses most
of the elements. Flip to the end of the instructions for some additional layout inspiration. 



Color Printer
Construction Paper (9"X12")
Glue or double-sided tape (to
attach printed items to
construction paper)
Clear packing tape (to connect
pieces of construction paper)
Scissors 
String, ribbon, or yarn
Paper cutter (optional)

NOT INCLUDED

Dyslexia Banner
What is Dyslexia?
Is...
Isn't...
Fact Images
Inspirational Quotes
Myth/Reality
Books for Kids & Adults
Info Label

INCLUDED IN THE KIT
Printable Elements 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

What you need...

Tips & Notes

Read through all the instructions before getting started. 
To get elements extra flat, put glued elements inside/under a heavy book. Leave
overnight.
The guide includes links and QR codes to websites and resources created by other
organizations. These sites are not affiliated or endorsed. The author is not responsible
for their content. 

Got questions? Suggestions for improvement? 
email us at support@brilliantlydyslexic.com

Instructions

https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/1+Dyslexia+Banner+Letters.pdf
https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/2+What+is+Dyslexia.pdf
https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/3+Dyslexia+-+IS.pdf
https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/4+Dyslexia+-+ISN'T.pdf
https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/5+Dyslexia+Facts+(7+x+7+in).pdf
https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/6+Inspiring+Dyslexics+(7+x+7+in).pdf
https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/7+Myths.pdf
https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/8+Books.pdf
https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/9+Info+Label.pdf
https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/9+Info+Label.pdf
https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/9+Info+Label.pdf
https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/9+Info+Label.pdf
mailto:support@brilliantlydyslexic.com


INSTRUCTIONS
1. Print the letters (Note: To fit a smaller  
     space, print at 50% scale)

 2. Cut them out

3. Glue to construction paper.  

4. Cut out leaving a border of color around 
     the letter

5. When all letters are cutout, attach to 
     string with clear packing tape (on the 
     back of the letter so the tape doesn't show)

L
D Y S E X I A

Dyslexia Banner

D

D

Dyslexia Banner file 
Construction paper
String, ribbon, yarn
Glue or double-sided tape
Clear packing tape

 You will need: 

Packing tape on back

https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/1+Dyslexia+Banner+Letters.pdf


What is Dyslexia? files (File 1, File 2, File 3) 
Construction paper (2 colors, 6 sheets each)
Glue or double-sided tape
Clear packing tape

 You will need: 

Long orange background: 2 sheets of
construction paper each, vertical
orientation.
Large yellow background: 6 sheets of
construction paper, horizontal orientation

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Print the Files

2. On printed sheets, cut along gray cutlines.

3. Prepare backgrounds that take >1 sheet.
Use clear packing tape to connect the seams
on the back.

4. Glue printed elements to orange construction
paper. 

5. Trim the edges.

What is Dyslexia?

Packing tape
on back

https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/2+What+is+Dyslexia.pdf
https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/3+Dyslexia+-+IS.pdf
https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/4+Dyslexia+-+ISN'T.pdf


Dyslexia Facts file
Construction paper
String, ribbon, yarn
Glue or double-sided tape
Clear packing tape

 You will need: 

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Print the images. They are 7x7in / ~18x18cm.
(Note: To fit a smaller space, reduce the scale
when you print. 70% scale = ~5x5in / 13x13cm)

2. Cut out leaving a thin white border around the
image.

3. Glue printed elements to red construction
paper. 

4. Trim the edges leaving a border.

5. When you assemble on the board, use the yarn
to connect the fact to the corresponding text..

Fact images

https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/5+Dyslexia+Facts+(7+x+7+in).pdf


Quotes File 
Construction paper
Glue or double-sided tape
Clear packing tape

 You will need: 

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Print the images. They are 7x7in / ~18x18cm.
(Note: To fit a smaller space, reduce the scale
when you print. 70% scale = ~5x5in / 13x13cm)

2. Cut out. Use the black guides at the corners of
the image to determine the cutline. 

3. Glue printed elements to construction paper. 

4. Trim the edges leaving a border.

Inspirational Quotes

https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/6+Inspiring+Dyslexics+(7+x+7+in).pdf
https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/6+Inspiring+Dyslexics+(7+x+7+in).pdf


Myths File
Construction paper 
Glue or double-sided tape

 You will need: 

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Print the file. 

2. Cut out the yellow 'myth' pieces. Leave a thin
white border around the image.

3. Glue the 'reality' sheets to pieces construction
paper, centered

4. Fold construction paper in half

5. Glue corresponding 'myth' to the front of the
folded sheet. 

Note: There are more options than we expect you
to use so that you can pick and choose what to
share.

Myth + Reality

Fold line

Fold line

https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/7+Myths.pdf


Books file
Construction paper 
Glue or double-sided tape

 You will need: 

Children's Books About Dyslexia
Resources for Parents & Teachers

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Print the file. and cut out the images. 

2. Prepare backgrounds. Use clear packing tape
to connect the seams on the back. 2 sheets of
construction paper each, vertical orientation.

3. Trim to the background to fit your space. In the
example, the background is 18x6.5in or
46cmx16cm.

4. Glue headers and QR codes to construction
paper and cut out. 

5. Glue or tape the headers, book covers, and QR
code to the construction paper. Depending on the
size of the background, you may not use all the
covers. 

QR codes link to the following files

Books for Kids & Adults

Packing tape
on back

https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/8+Books.pdf
https://brilliantly-dyslexic-share-files.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Children's+Books+about+Dyslexia-sml.pdf
https://brilliantly-dyslexic-share-files.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Resources+for+Parents%2BTeachers.pdf


Info Label file
Manila envelope (~9x12in)
Glue or double-sided tape
Take-away resources (options
below)

 You will need: 

Dyslexia Basics
Children's Books About Dyslexia
Resources for Parents & Teachers

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Print the file and cut out the label. 

2. Shorten the depth of the envelope so that the
papers stick out the top: Fold over the bottom few
inches of the envelope and tape it back.  

3. Glue the label to the envelope. 

Possible Take-away Resources:

Take-away Info & Resources

Info &
Resources

 

https://dyslexia-awareness-bulletin-board-kit-001.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/9+Info+Label.pdf
https://brilliantly-dyslexic-share-files.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Dyslexia+Basics+(Printable).pdf
https://brilliantly-dyslexic-share-files.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Children's+Books+about+Dyslexia-sml.pdf
https://brilliantly-dyslexic-share-files.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Resources+for+Parents%2BTeachers.pdf


Example Layout Designs




